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TRUSTLET, OPEN RESEARCH ON TRUST METRICS
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Abstra t. A trust metri is a te hnique for predi ting how mu h a user of a so ial network might trust another user. This is
espe ially bene ial in situations where most users are unknown to ea h other su h as online ommunities. We believe the re ent
tumultuous evolution of so ial networking demands for a olle tive resear h eort. With this in mind we reated Trustlet.org,
a platform onsisting of a wiki for open resear h on trust metri s. The goal of Trustlet is to olle t and distribute trust network
datasets and trust metri s ode as Free Software, in order to fa ilitate the omparison of dierent trust metri s algorithms and
a more oherent progress in this eld. At present we made available some so ial network datasets and ode for some trust metri s.
In this paper we des ribe Trustlet and report a rst empiri al evaluation of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato so ial network
dataset.
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1. Introdu tion. In our

urrent so iety it is more and more ommon to intera t with strangers, people who

are totally unknown to us. This happens for example when re eiving an email asking for

ollaboration or advise

from an unknown person, when we rely on reviews written by unknown people on sites su h as Amazon. om,
and also when browsing random proles on so ial networking sites su h as Fa ebook. om or Linkedin. om. Even
more surprising is the fa t a huge amount of

ommer ial ex hanges happen now between strangers, fa ilitated by

platforms su h as Ebay. om. In all systems in whi h is possible to intera t with unknown people, it is important
to have tools able to suggest whi h other users

an be trustworthy enough for engaging with.

Trust metri s and reputation systems [10℄ have pre isely this goal and be ome even more important, for
instan e, in systems where people are
ex hange networks (i. e.

onne ted in the physi al world su h as

ou hsurng. om), in whi h users a

In fa t, in all the previous examples, the system

arpooling systems or hospitality

ept to have strangers into their

ar or their house.

an give users the possibility of expressing a trust statement,

an expli it statement stating I trust this person in this

ontext (for example as a pleasant guest in a house

or as a reliable seller of items) [10℄ and then use this information in order to predi t trustworthiness of users.
Trust be omes in this way one of the building blo k of the so iety [5℄.
While resear h about trust issues spanned dis iplines as diverse as e onomi s, psy hology, so iology, anthropology and politi al s ien e for

enturies, it is only re ently that the widespread availability of modern

ommuni ation te hnologies fa ilitated empiri al resear h on large so ial networks, sin e it is now possible to
olle t real world datasets and analyze them [10℄. As a
started

onsequen e, re ently

omputer s ientists and physi ists

ontributing to this new resear h eld as well [13, 3℄.

Moreover we all start relying more and more on these so ial networking sites [4℄, for friendship,
work, . . . As this eld be ome more and more
posed but there is a la k of

omparisons and analysis of dierent trust metri s under the same

Sierra and Sabater put it in their

uation is quite

onditions. As

omplete Review on Computational Trust and Reputation Models [15℄: Fi-

nally, analyzing the models presented in this arti le we found that there is a
frameworks to evaluate and

ommer e,

ru ial, in the past few years many trust metri s have been pro-

omplete absen e of test-beds and

ompare the models under a set of representative and

ommon

onditions. This sit-

onfusing, espe ially for the possible users of these trust and reputation models. It is thus urgent

to dene a set of test-beds that allow the resear h

ommunity to establish

omparisons in a similar way to what

happens in other areas (e.g. ma hine learning). Our goal is to fulll this void and for this reason we set up Trustlet [1℄, a

ollaborative wiki in whi h we aim to aggregate resear hers interested in trust and reputation and build

together a lively test-bed and

ommunity for trust metri s evaluation. A related proje t is the Agent Reputation

and Trust (ART) Testbed [6℄. However ART is more fo used on evaluating dierent strategies for intera tions in
so ieties in whi h there is
i

ompetition and the goal is to perform more su

essfully than other players, in a spe-

ontext. Our take with Trustlet is about evaluating performan es of trust metri s in their ability to predi t

how mu h a user

ould trust another user, in every

ontext. For this reason, we want also to support o-line

evaluation of dierent trust metri s on so ial network datasets. The two testbeds are hen e
In this paper we des ribe Trustlet, the reason behind its
we have

omplementary.

reation and its goals, we report the datasets

olle ted and released and the trust metri s we have implemented and we present a rst empiri al

evaluation of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset.
∗ FBK/rst,

Via Sommarive, 14, Povo (TN)Italy, {massa, souren, salvetti, tomasoni}fbk.eu
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2. Trust Metri s. Trust metri s are a way to measure trust one entity

us start with some examples. After a transa tion user Ali e on Ebay

ould pla e in another entity. Let

an expli itly express her subje tive level

of trust in user Bob. We model this as a trust statement from Ali e to Bob. Trust statements
for example on Advogato [8℄ a user

an

an be weighted,

ertify another user as Master, Journeyer, Apprenti e or Observer,

based on the per eived level of involvement in the Free Software

ommunity.

Trust statements are dire ted

and not ne essary symmetri : it's possible a user re ipro ates with a dierent trust statement or not at all.
By aggregating the trust statements expressed by all the members of the
entire trust network (for an example, see Figure 2.1).
In fa t trust

an be

ommunity it is possible to build the

A trust network is hen e a dire ted, weighted graph.

onsidered as one of the possible so ial relationships between humans, and trust networks

a sub lass of so ial networks [13, 3℄.

Fig. 2.1. Stru ture of a

ottage family, hand drawing by Ja ob MorenoFrom Who shall survive? [12℄

Trust metri s are hen e tools for predi ting the trust a user
trust network and assuming that trust

ould have in another user, by analyzing the

an somehow be propagated. One of the assumptions is that people are

more likely to trust a friend of a friend than a random stranger [11, 16, 7, 8℄.
Trust metri s

an either be lo al or global [16, 11℄. A global trust metri

is a trust metri

where predi ted

trust values for nodes are not personalized.
On the other hand, with lo al trust metri s, the trust values a user sees for other users depend on her position
in the network. In fa t, a lo al trust metri
of every single user. For example a lo

predi ts trust s ores that are personalized from the point of view

al trust metri

might predi t Ali e should trust Carol as 0.9 and Bob

should trust Carol as 0.1, or more formally trust(A,C)=0.9 and trust(B,C)=0.1. Instead for global trust metri s,
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trust(A,B)=reputation(B) for every user A. This global value is sometimes
most trust metri s used in web
users and faster to run on

alled reputation [10℄. Currently

ommunities are global, mainly be ause they are simpler to understand for the

entral servers sin e they have to be exe uted just on e for the entire

However we think that soon users will start asking for systems that take into a

ommunity.

ount their own pe uliar points

of view and hen e lo al trust metri s, possibly to be run in a de entralized fashion on their own devi es.
While resear h on trust metri s is quite re ent, there have been some proposals for trust metri s. We briey
review some of them for later mention in the evaluation presented in Se tion 4, although our goal is not to
provide a

omplete review of previously proposed trust metri s here.

Ebay web site shows the average of the feedba ks re eived by a
be

ertain user in her pro le page. This

an

onsidered as a simple global trust metri , whi h predi ts, as trust of A in B, the average of all the trust

statements re eived by B [11℄.
In more advan ed trust metri s, trust
trust metri

an be extended beyond dire t

onne tions. The original Advogato

[8℄ is global, and uses network ow to let trust ow from a seed of 4 users, who are de lared

trustworthy a priori, towards the rest of the network. The network ow is rst
statements whose value is Master (highest value) to nd who
added to this network and the network ow is
the users with Apprenti e status are found by

al ulated on the network of trust

lassies as Master. Then the Journeyer edges are

al ulated again to nd users who

lassify as Journeyer. Finally

al ulating the ow on all but the Observer edges. The untrusted

Observer status is given if no trust ow rea hed a node. By repla ing the 4 seed users for an individual user A,
Advogato

an also be used as a lo al trust metri s predi ting trust from the point of view of A.

The problem of ranking of web pages in the results of a sear h engine query
perspe tive. A link from page A to page B

an be regarded under a trust

an be seen as a trust statement from A to B (in this

ase, the nodes

of the trust network are not people but Web pages). This is the intuition behind the algorithm PageRank [2℄
powering the sear h engine Google. Trust is propagated with a me hanism resembling a random walk over the
trust network.
Moletrust [11℄ is a lo al trust metri . Users are ordered based on their distan e from the sour e user, and
only trust edges that go from distan e
only depends on the already

n

to distan e

n+1

are regarded. The trust value of users at distan e n

al ulated trust values at distan e

n − 1.

The s ores that are lower than a spe i

threshold value are dis arded, and the trust s ore is the average of the in oming trust statements weighted
over the trust s ores of the nodes at distan e

n − 1.

It is possible to

propagation horizon, i.e. the maximum distan e to whi h trust

ontrol the lo ality by setting the trust

an be propagated.

Golbe k proposed a metri , TidalTrust [7℄, that is similar to Moletrust. It also works in a breadth rst
sear h fashion, but the maximum depth depends on the length of the rst path found from the sour e to the
destination.
on ept from

Another lo al trust metri

is Ziegler's AppleSeed [16℄, based on spreading a tivation models, a

ognitive psy hology.

3. Datasets and Trust Metri s Evaluation. Resear h on trust metri s started a long time ago, but is

somehow still in its infan y. The rst trust metri

ould probably be as ribed to the philosopher John Lo ke

who in 1680 wrote: Probability then being to supply the defe t of our knowledge, the grounds of it are these two
following: First, the

onformity of anything with our own knowledge, observation and experien e. Se ondly, the

testimony of others, vou hing their observation and experien e. In the testimony of others is to be

onsidered:

(1) The number. (2) The integrity. (3) The skill of the witnesses. (4) The design of the author, where it is a
testimony out of a book

ited. (5) The

testimonies [9℄. This quotation

onsisten y of the parts and

ir umstan es of the relation. (6) Contrary

an give an idea of how many dierent models for representing and exploiting

trust have been suggested over the

enturies. However of

ourse John Lo ke in 1680 didn't have the te hnologi al

means for empiri ally evaluating his trust metri . Even
and opinions was very hard in old times.

The rst

olle ting the required data about so ial relationships

ontributions in analyzing real so ial networks

an be

tra ked down to the foundational work of Ja ob Moreno [12℄ (see Figure 2.1) and sin e then many so iologists,
e onomists and anthropologists have resear hed on so ial networks and trust. But the advent of the information
age has made it possible to

olle t, represent, analyze and even build networks way beyond what is possible

with pen and paper. Computer s ientists and physi ists have hen e be ome interested in so ial networks, now
that both huge amounts of data have be ome available and

omputing power has advan ed

At Trustlet (http://www.trustlet.org) we have started a wiki to
trust and trust metri s. Our goal is to attra t a

onsiderably [13, 3℄.

olle t information about resear h on

ommunity of people with interest in trust metri s. The wiki is

totally open: anonymous edits are allowed and anybody

an register and

reate an a

ount. We have

hosen to
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use the Creative Commons Attribution li ense so that work
eort shares the vision of the S ien e Commons proje t
barriers to s ienti

ollaboration and innovation and to foster open a

repository of the software we
GNU General Publi

an easily (and legally) be reused elsewhere. Our

1 whi h tries to remove unne essary legal and te hni al

ess to data. We have also started a

reate for our analysis, written in Python and available as Free Software under the

Li ense (GPL)

2 so that other resear hers an repli ate our experiments and reuse our ode.

We believe the la k of generally available datasets is inhibiting s ienti
hypothesis if it has been tested on a dataset that is not easily available.

progress.

It's harder to test a

The other alternative is testing

the hypothesis on synthesized datasets, whi h are hardly representative of real-world situations. Prior to the
proliferation of digital networks data had to be a quired by running fa e-to-fa e surveys, whi h
years to

olle t data of a mere

ould take

ouple of hundreds of nodes. The proliferation and popularity of on-line so ial

networks [4℄ has fa ilitated a quiring data, and the implementation of standards like XFN and
like OpenSo ial opens up new possibilities for resear h [10℄.

ommon APIs

A more widespread availability and

release of datasets would surely benet resear h and this is one of the goals behind the

ontrolled

reation of Trustlet.

We think it is important that resear h on trust metri s follows an empiri al approa h and it should be based
on a tual real-world data. Our goal with Trustlet is to

olle t as many datasets as possible in one single pla e

and release them in standard formats under a reasonable li ense allowing redistribution and, at least, usage in
a resear h
from

ontext. At present, as part of our e eort with Trustlet, we

olle ted and released datasets derived

advogato.org, people.squeakfoundation.org, robots.net, kaitiaki.org.nz and epinions. om3.

We des ribe in detail the Advogato dataset sin e our experiments (presented in Se tion 4) are run on it.
Advogato.org is an online
It was

ommunity site dedi ated to Free Software development, laun hed in November 1999.

reated by Raph Levien, who also used Advogato as a resear h testbed for testing his own atta k-resistant

trust metri , the Advogato trust metri

[8℄. On Advogato users

Apprenti e, Journeyer or Master. The Advogato trust metri

an

ertify ea h other at several levels: Observer,

uses this information in order to assign a global

erti ation level to every user. The goal is to be atta k-resistant, i. e. to redu e the impa t of atta kers [8℄.
Pre ise rules for giving out trust statements are spe ied on the Advogato site. Masters are supposed to be
prin ipal authors of an important Free Software proje t, ex ellent programmers who work full time on Free
Software, Journeyers

ontribute signi antly, but not ne essarily full-time, Apprenti es

but are still a quiring the skills needed to make more signi ant
trust

erti ation, and this is also the default.

a previously expressed trust
subje tive

erti ation.

ontribute in some way,

ontributions. Observers are users without

It is also the level a user

erties another user at to remove

Notwithstanding the suggestions, users are free to express totally

erti ations on other users.

For the purpose of this paper we

onsider these

erti ations as trust statements [11℄. T(A,B) denotes the

erti ation expressed by user A about user B and we map the textual labels Observer, Apprenti e, Journeyer
and Master in the range [0,1℄, respe tively in the values 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. This hoi e is arbitrary and onsiders
all the

erti ations are positive judgments, ex ept for Observer whi h is used for expressing less-than-su ient

levels. For example, we model the fa t raph

ertied federi o as Journeyer as T(raph, federi o)=0.8.

The Advogato so ial network has a pe uliarly interesting

hara teristi : it is almost the only example of a

real-world, dire ted, weighted, large so ial network. However, besides the leading work of Levien reported in
his unnished PhD thesis [8℄, we are just aware of another paper using the Advogato dataset whi h is fo used
on providing a trust me hanism for mobile devi es [14℄.
There are other web
trust levels and

ommunities using the same software powering Advogato.org and they have the same

erti ations system:

robots.net, people.squeakfoundation.org, kaitiaki.org.nz.

We

olle ted daily snapshots of all these datasets and made them available on Trustlet but we haven't used them
for our analysis in this paper, mainly be ause they are mu h smaller than the Advogato dataset. Details about
the

hara teristi s of the analyzed Advogato trust network dataset are presented in Se tion 4.
The other datasets we released on Trustlet are derived from Epinions. om, a website where users

an leave

reviews about produ ts and maintain a list of users they trust and distrust based on the reviews they wrote [11℄.
On Trustlet, we released these datasets but our aim is to

olle tively make it a repository of all the possible

datasets useful for resear h on trust issues. For this reason, we also keep on the Trustlet wiki a list of datasets
we are
1S

onsidering for

olle tion and a list of datasets released elsewhere.

ien e Commons http://s ien e ommons.org
General Publi Li ense http://www.gnu.org/li enses/gpl.html
3 See http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Trustnetworkdatasets
2 GNU
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oherent format, we also released on Trustlet.org the

ode we wrote for the trust metri s analyzed in Se tion 4 under a Free Software li ense so that

ode

an be reused and inspe ted.
4. Initial Resear h Out omes. In the previous se tions we highlighted the reasons for

and the way we aim it

an develop into a

reating Trustlet

ollaborative environment for the resear h of trust metri s.

As a

rst example of what we envision Trustlet will be able to bring to resear h on trust metri s, we report our rst
investigation and empiri al ndings.
We

hose to start studying the Advogato so ial network be ause of its almost unique

hara teristi : trust

statements ( erti ations) are weighted and this makes it a very pe uliar dataset for resear hing trust metri s,
in fa t, most other networks just exhibit a binary relationship (either trust is present or not) and the evaluation
on trust metri s performan es is mu h less insightful.
In this paper we report experiments performed on the Advogato dataset we downloaded from the web site
on May 12th 2008.

This dataset is available at Trustlet.org, along with datasets downloaded in other days

as well. The Advogato dataset under analysis is a dire ted, weighted graph with 7294 nodes and 52981 trust
relations. There are 17489 Master judgments, 21977 for Journeyer, 8817 for Apprenti e and 4698 for Observers.
The dataset is
omponent

omprised of 1 large

onne ted

omponent,

omprising 70.5% of the nodes; the se ond largest

ontains 7 nodes. The mean in- and out-degree (number of in oming and outgoing edges per user)

is 7.26. The mean shortest path length is 3.75. The average

luster

oe ient [13℄ is 0.116. The per entage

of trust statements whi h are re ipro ated (when there is a trust statement from A to B, there is also a trust
statement from B to A) is 33%.
While a large part of resear h on so ial networks fo uses on exploring the intrinsi
network [13, 6, 3℄, on Trustlet we are interested in
trust metri s. We have

ompared several trust metri s through leave-one-out, a

learning. The pro ess is as follows: one trust edge (e.g.
and then the trust metri
edge.

hara teristi s of the

overing an area that re eived mu h less attention, analysis of
ommon te hnique in ma hine

from node A to node B) is taken out of the graph

is used to predi t the trust value A should pla e in B, i. e. the value on the missing

We repeat this step for all edges to obtain a predi tion graph, in whi h some edges

undened trust value (where the trust metri
are then

ompared in order to derive several evaluation measures: the

that were predi table, the fra tion of

an

ontain an

ould not predi t the value). The real and the predi ted values
overage, whi h is a measure of the edges

orre tly predi ted edges, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root

mean squared error (RMSE). Surely there are other ways of evaluating trust metri s: for instan e, it

an be

argued that an important task for trust metri s is to suggest to a user whi h other still unknown users are more
trustworthy, su h as suggesting a user worth following on a so ial bookmarking site su h as del.i io.us or on a
musi

ommunity su h as Last.fm. In this

users. But in this rst work we

ase the evaluation

ould just

on entrate on the top 10 trustworthy

onsidered only leave-one-out as evaluation te hnique.

4.1. Evaluation of trust metri s on all trust edges. Table 4.1 reports our evaluation results of

dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset. It is a
edge of the so ial network.

omputation of dierent evaluation measures on every

The reported measures are: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSE), fra tion of wrong predi tions, and
already mentioned we released the

overage. We now des ribe the

ompared trust metri s. As

ode and we plan to implement more trust metri s and release them and run

more evaluations.
The

ompared trust metri s are some trivial ones used as baselines su h as Random, whi h predi ts simply

a random trust s ore between the 4 possible ones (1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4), or the metri s starting with Always whi h
always return the

orresponding value as predi ted trust s ore, for example AlwaysApprenti e returns 0.6 for

every predi tion. Other simple trust metri s are OutA whi h, in predi ting the trust user A

ould have in user

B, simply does the average of the trust statements outgoing from user A, and OutB whi h averages over the
trust statements outgoing from user B. These simple trust metri s are
mu h and in whi h

ases

onsidered in order to understand how

omplex algorithms are useful.

The other trust metri s were already explained in Se tion2, here we just report the parameters we used
in running them.

Ebay refers to the trust metri

that, in predi ting the trust user A

ould have in user B,

simply does the average of the trust statements in oming in user B, i. e. the average of what all the users think
about user B. MoletrustX refers to Moletrust applied with a trust propagation horizon of value X. The values
returned by PageRank as predi ted trust follow a powerlaw distribution, there are few large PageRank s ores
and many tiny ones. So we de ided to res aled the results simply by sorting them and linearly mapping them in
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Table 4.1

Evaluation of trust metri s on all trust edges

Fra tion

MAE

RMSE

Coverage

wrong predi tions
Random

0.737

0.223

0.284

1.00

AlwaysMaster

0.670

0.203

0.274

1.00

AlwaysJourneyer

0.585

0.135

0.185

1.00

AlwaysApprenti e

0.834

0.233

0.270

1.00

AlwaysObserver

0.911

0.397

0.438

1.00

Ebay

0.350

0.086

0.156

0.98

OutA

0.486

0.106

0.158

0.98

OutB

0.543

0.139

0.205

0.92

Moletrust2

0.366

0.090

0.160

0.80

Moletrust3

0.376

0.091

0.161

0.93

Moletrust4

0.377

0.092

0.161

0.95

PageRank

0.501

0.124

0.191

1.00

AdvogatoLo al

0.550

0.186

0.273

1.00

AdvogatoGlobal

0.595

0.199

0.280

1.00

the range [0.4, 1℄, after this we rounded the predi ted trust s ores. Our implementation of Advogato is based on
Pymmetry, whose

ode is released on Trustlet as well. AdvogatoGlobal refers to the Advogato trust metri

onsidering as seeds the original founders of Advogato

run

ommunity, namely the users raph, federi o, miguel

and alan. This is the version that is running on the Advogato web site for inferring global

erti ations for

all the users. This version is global be ause it predi ts a trust level for user B whi h is the same for every user.
AdvogatoLo al refers to the lo al version of Advogato trust metri .

For example, when predi ting the trust

user A should pla e in user B, the trust ow starts from the single seed user A. This version is lo al be ause
it produ es personalized trust predi tions whi h depends on the

urrent sour e user and

dierent users. AdvogatoLo al was run on a subset (8%) of all the edges sin e the

an be dierent for

urrent implementation is

very slow. In fa t, the leave-one-out te hnique requires the network be dierent for every evaluation and it has
to be rebuilt from s rat h for every single trust edge predi tion making the entire pro ess very slow.
Sin e some trust metri s su h as Moletrust and PageRank produ e trust s ore predi tions in a
interval while others just the 4 dis rete trust s ores, we de ided to apply a rounding to the
erti ation value before the predi ted trust s ores are

ontinuous

losest possible

ompared with the real values so that for example a

predi ted trust s ore of 0.746 be omes 0.8 (Journeyer).
The results of the evaluation are reported in Table 4.1. We start by
wrong predi tions. Our baseline is the trust metri
trust s ore 74% of the times.

ommenting the

olumn fra tion of

named Random whi h produ es an in orre t predi ted

The best one is Ebay with an error as small as 35% followed by Moletrust2

(36.57%), Moletrust3 (37.60%) and Moletrust4 (37.71%). In reasing the trust propagation horizon in Moletrust
allows to in rease the

overage but also in reases the error. The reason is that users who are nearby in the trust

network (distan e 2) are better predi tors than users further away in the so ial network (for example, users at
distan e 4). This is

onsistent with experiments on other so ial networks [11℄.

Note that Moletrust is a lo al trust metri
so it

that only uses information available near the sour e node

an be run on small devi es su h as mobiles whi h only need to fet h information from the (few) trust

users and possibly the users trusted by them. This behaviour is tunable through setting the trust propagation
horizon to spe i
network, whi h
metri

values. On the other hand, Ebay, being a global trust metri , must aggregate the entire trust
an be

ostly both in term of bandwidth, memory and

omputation power. So a lo al trust

tends to require less information for produ ing re ommendations whi h might be a desirable features in

some situations.
The AlwaysX metri s depend on the distributions of

erti ations and are mainly informative of the data

distribution.
The fra tion of wrong predi tions of Advogato (both lo al and global) is high
Moletrust. The reason is that Advogato was not designed for predi ting an a

ompared to Ebay and

urate trust value for a spe i
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pair of users (the trust A should pla e in B) but to in rease atta k-resistan e [8℄, i. e. being able to ex lude
mali ious users, while a
granted global

epting as many valid a

ounts as possible. A side ee t is that it limits the amount of

erti ations and assigns a large number of Observer

erti ates. In the

ase of AdvogatoGlobal,

45% of the predi ted global erti ations are marked as Observer whi h obviously has an impa t on the leave-oneout evaluation. Dierent trust metri s might have dierent goals, that require dierent evaluation te hniques.
We

ould have tuned dierent parameters of Advogato for making it perform dierently, however our intention

was to evaluate the original trust metri

in the task of predi ting trust s ores so we de ide to run Advogato

with the original parameters. Note also that the lo al version of Advogato is more a
version. The last metri

shown in Table 2.1 is PageRank [2℄: the fra tion of

urate than the global

orre t predi tions is not too high

but again the real intention of PageRank is to rank web pages and not to predi t the

orre t value of assigned

trust.
An alternative evaluation measure is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The MAE is

omputed by averaging

the dieren e in absolute value between the real and the predi ted trust statement on an edge. There is no
need to round values to the

losest

erti ation value be ause MAE

values. However, in order to fairly
dis rete values, we

omputes a meaningful value for

ontinuous

ompare trust metri s that return real values and trust metri s that return

hoose to perform anyway the rounding to the

losest possible

erti ation value before

omputing MAE.
The se ond

olumn of Table 4.1 reports the MAE for the evaluated trust metri s. The baseline is given by

the Random trust metri

whi h in urs in a MAE of 0.2230. These results are the worst besides the trivial trust

metri s that always predi t the most infrequent

erti ation values. Predi ting always Journeyer (0.8) in urs

in a small MAE be ause this value is frequent and
the trust metri

entral in the distribution of assigned trust s ores. Ebay is

with the best performan e, with a MAE of 0.0855. And it is again followed by Moletrust that

in a similar way is more a

urate with smaller trust propagation horizons than with larger ones.

A variant of MAE is Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is the root mean of the average of the
squared dieren es. This evaluation measure tends to emphasize large errors, whi h favor trust metri s that
remain within a small band of error and don't have many outlying predi tions that might undermine the
onden e of the user in the system. For example, it penalizes a predi tion as Observer when the trust s ore the
sour e user would have assigned was Master, or vi e versa. The baseline trust metri
of 0.2839. Again Ebay is the best metri

Random has an RMSE

with an RMSE of 0.1563 and all the other performan es exhibit a

pattern similar to the one exposed for the other evaluation measures. However there is one unexpe ted result:
the trivial trust metri

OutA is the se ond best,

lose to Ebay. Remind that, when asked a predi tion for the

trust user A should pla e in user B, OutA simply returns the average of the trust statements going out of A,
i. e. the average of how user A judged other users. This trust metri
omparison purposes. The good performan e of OutA in this
this parti ular so ial setting. The Observer
to a user unless the Advogato trust metri

is just a trivial one that was used for

ase is related to the distribution of the data in

erti ation has spe ial semanti s: it is the default value attributed
gives a user a higher global

erti ation. So there is little point in

ertifying other users as Observer. In fa t, the FAQ spe ies that Observer is the level to whi h you would
ertify someone to remove an existing trust

erti ation. Observer

erti ations are mainly used when a user

hanges its mind about another user and wants to downgrade her previously expressed

erti ation as mu h

as possible. This is also our reason for mapping it to 0.4, a less than su ient level. As a
spe ial semanti s of observer

onsequen e of the

erti ations, they are infrequently used. In fa t only 638 users used the Observer

erti ation at least on e while, for instan e, 2938 users used the Master

erti ation at least on e.

Trust

metri s like Ebay and Moletrust work doing averages of the trust edges of the network (from a global point of
view for Ebay and only

onsidering the ones expressed by trusted users for Moletrust) and, sin e the number

of Observer edges is very small
predi ted average tend to be

ompared with the number of Master, Journeyer and Apprenti e edges, these

lose to higher values of trust. This means that when predi ting an Observer edge

(0.4) they tend to in ur in a large error. This large error is emphasized by the squaring of the RMSE formula.
On the other hand, using the average of the outgoing trust edges (like OutA does) happens to be a su

essful

te hnique for not in urring in large errors when predi ting Observer edges. The reason is that a user who used
Observer edges tended to use it many times so the average of its outgoing edge
loser to 0.4 and hen e it in urs in lower errors on these
This ee t

an also be

riti al edges and, as a

erti ations is a value that is
onsequen e, in smaller RMSE.

learly seen when dierent trust metri s are restri ted to predi t only Observer edges and

evaluated only on them. In this

ase (not shown in Tables), OutA gets the

orre t value for trust (Observer)

42% of times, while for instan e, Ebay only 2.7% of times and Moletrust2 4%. The fa t the trivial trust metri
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Table 4.2

Evaluation of trust metri s on trust edges going into

Fra tion

ontroversial users

MAE

RMSE

Coverage

wrong predi tions
Random

0.799

0.266

0.325

1.00

AlwaysMaster

0.462

0.186

0.302

1.00

AlwaysJourneyer

0.801

0.202

0.238

1.00

AlwaysApprenti e

0.943

0.296

0.320

1.00

AlwaysObserver

0.794

0.414

0.477

1.00

Ebay

0.778

0.197

0.240

0.98

OutA

0.614

0.147

0.199

0.98

OutB

0.724

0.215

0.280

0.92

Moletrust2

0.743

0.195

0.243

0.80

Moletrust3

0.746

0.194

0.241

0.93

Moletrust4

0.746

0.195

0.242

0.95

PageRank

0.564

0.186

0.275

1.00

AdvogatoLo al

0.518

0.215

0.324

1.00

AdvogatoGlobal

0.508

0.216

0.326

1.00

OutA exhibits a so small RMSE supports the intuition that evaluating whi h

onditions a

ertain trust metri

is

more suited for than another one is not a trivial task. Generally knowledge about the domain and the patterns
of so ial intera tion is useful, if not required, for a proper sele tion of a trust metri
and

for a spe i

appli ation

ontext.
The last

olumn of Table 4.1 reports the

For some trust edges, a trust metri

overage of the dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset.

might not be able to generate a predi tion and the

the number of edges that are predi table. The experiment shows that the

lo al trust metri s use less information (only trust statements of trusted users) their
the

overage refers to

overage is always very high. Sin e
overage is smaller than

overage of global trust metri s. Anyway, dierently from other so ial networks [11℄, it is very high. The

Advogato trust network is very dense, so there are many dierent paths from a user to another user. Even very
lo

al trust metri s su h as Moletrust2, that only use information from users at distan e 2 from the sour e user,

are able to

over and predi t almost all the edges.

4.2. Evaluation of trust metri s on

our attention to

ontroversial users. As a se ond step in the analysis we devoted

ontroversial users [11℄. Controversial users are users whi h are judged in very diverse ways

by the members of a

ontext of Advogato, they

an be dened as users who re eived many

erti ations as Master and many as Apprenti e or Observer: the

ommunity. In the

ommunity does not have a single way of

per eiving and judging them. The intuition here is that a global average
of the

ommunity agree that raph is a Master, but there

and user spe i
of the

an be very ee tive when all the users

an be situations in whi h something more tailored

is needed, espe ially when there isn't a subje tive judgment that is shared by all the members

ommunity.

With this in mind we dene

ontroversiality level of an Advogato user as the standard deviation in

erti-

ations re eived by that user, similarly to previous studies [11℄. The higher the standard deviation, the more
ontroversial the user is. A user with
users

ontroversiality level as 0 is not

ertify her with the same value. The

ontroversial at all sin e all the other

erti ation level is not very meaningful when the number of re eived

erti ations for an user is small (for example 3); for this reason in the following we are going to report measures
on users who re eived at least 10 or 20 in oming
erti ations really represents the fa t the

erti ates, and for whi h the standard deviation in re eived

ommunity does not have a single way of per eiving these popular

users.
In Table 4.2 we report the evaluation of the performan es of the same trust metri s of Table 4.1 but
evaluated only on trust edges going to Advogato users with at least 10 in oming edges and
of 0.2. In this way we redu e the number of edges

ontroversiality level

onsidered in the evaluation from 52, 981 to 2, 030, whi h

is still a signi ant number of edges to evaluate trust metri s on. Figure 4.1 graphi ally reports the number of
edges going into users (who re eived at least 20

erti ations) with at least a

ertain

ontroversiality level for
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Fig. 4.1. Number of edges per

all

ontroversiality level

ontroversiality levels from 0 to 0.3. As intuitive, in reasing the

number of edges going into users with at least that

ontroversiality level of users de reases the

ontroversiality level.

Figure 4.2 on the other hand shows how at higher
s ores in reases:
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ontroversiality levels the per entage of polarized trust

erti ations as Master and Observer be omes more frequent.

trust edges going into

This means that predi ting

ontroversial users is in theory more di ult, sin e it is important to predi t the

trust s ore whi h is not

lose to an average s ore. Both gures

orre t

onrm intuition and are informative of the

distribution of trust s ores.
Going ba k to the evaluation measures presented in Table 4.1, we start by

ommenting the evaluation

measures on AlwaysMaster (se ond row of Table 4.2) be ause it presents some pe uliarities.
predi ts the
fra tion of

orre t trust value 53.84% (100% 46.16%) of times and, a

AlwaysMaster

ording to the evaluation measure

orre tly predi ted trust statements, seems a good trust metri , a tually the best one. However

the same trust metri , AlwaysMaster, is one of the less pre ise when RMSE is

onsidered. A similar pattern

an be observed for AdvogatoGlobal. In fa t, sin e in general there is at least one ow of trust with Master
erti ates going to these

ontroversial users, AdvogatoGlobal tends to predi t almost always Master as trust

value and sin e almost half of the edges going into
predi ts the

ontroversial users are of type Master, AdvogatoGlobal often

orre t one.

The results presented in Table 4.1 suggest that the same trust metri
depending on the

ri s on real world datasets is a
datasets a

might seem a

urate or ina

urate

hoi e of the evaluation measure. This fa t on e more highlights how evaluating trust metompli ated task and a

omparison of same trust metri s on many dierent

ording to dierent evaluation methods would be highly bene ial for understanding the situations

in whi h one trust metri

is more appropriate and useful than another. We already previously explained why

OutA is able to have a so small RMSE, the smallest one on users with
how Observer

ontroversial level of 0.2: based on

erti ations are used in the system, OutA is the only metri

that is able to avoid large errors

when predi ting the Observer edges, whi h are a relevant per entage sin e the evaluated users are

ontrover-

sial.
Arriving at a

omparison between a global trust metri

su h as Ebay and a lo al trust metri

Moletrust, we were expe ting the latter to be signi antly more a

urate than the rst one on

su h as

ontroversial

users. While on the Epinions dataset, this is what was observed [11℄, the same is not true here sin e the two
trust metri s in ur in very similar performan es.
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Fig. 4.2. Per entage of edges for ea h type per

ontroversiality level

Figure 4.3 graphi ally presents the performan es (measured by RMSE) of some sele ted trust metri s on
users with in reasing

ontroversiality levels and at least 20 in oming edges. It

an be observed that the lo al

trust metri s MoletrustX starts to perform better than Ebay and other metri s when the

ontroversiality levels

is larger than 0.25. However the dieren e is not that large as expe ted.
The reason for this similarity of performan es between Ebay and Moletrust2 is partly that in Epinions, the
trust values were binary (either trust or distrust) and it was easier to dis riminate. Another reason seems to be
that on Advogato the user base is not divided in
and distrust users of other

liques of users su h that users of one

lique trust ea h other

liques. In fa t Advogato users are somehow similar and feel part of one single large

ommunity. It is future work to analyze if on a so ial network with a mu h higher polarization of opinions (su h
as for example on essembly. om, a politi al site, in whi h users tend to express strong feeling for or against
other people based on their politi al views) the performan es of lo

al trust metri s are signi antly better than

global ones. The study on the Advogato trust network dataset presented in this paper does not allow arguing
that lo al trust metri s and in general

omplex trust metri s are needed in order to outperform simpler trust

metri s. Another future work is exploring dierent evaluation pro edures whi h might be more informative of
the real performan es of dierent trust metri s.
5. Con lusions. In this paper we have presented Trustlet [1℄, an open environment for resear h on trust

metri s. We have

laimed that the rapid development of so ial networking sites [4℄ asks for a shared eort in

olle ting datasets and distributing
easier, repli able and more

ode of algorithms so that

omparisons of dierent resear h proposals is

oherent.

As an initial investigation we have reported our
dataset. The results are partly

omparison of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato

ontradi tory and this suggests there is need to run systemati ally evaluations of

dierent algorithms against a large number of dierent datasets. As future works we are looking into extending
our analysis to more datasets also from dierent so ial s enarios, for example the networks of relationships
( oediting, talk) among Wikipedia users.
Our goal is to make Trustlet an environment whi h fa ilitates this

ollaborative eort. We believe resear h

on these topi s is very needed in a time in whi h our relationships are starting to move more and more into the
virtual world and our so iety and life is ae ted signi antly from the predi tions and suggestions produ ed
by many dierent algorithms.
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Fig. 4.3. RMSE for some trust metri s for dierent
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ontroversiality levels
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